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Lecture 25 Highlights

I Pollard ρ algorithm for factoring moderate size integers.

I Concurrent programming: Motivation

I Threads (in general, and in Python)
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Lecture 26, Plan

I Locks and their perils.

I Example: the Dining Philosophers.

I Concluding remarks and farewell.
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Perils of locks

I Too coarse. One way of guaranteeing safe access to shared
objects is to lock the entire run function of the thread. This,
however, is equivalent to running a sequential code. The less we
lock, the more parallelism we get.

I Too fine. Lock management is typically costly, so locking and
unlocking too many times is also undesirable.
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Perils of locks, cont.

I Deadlocks. Suppose that a thread T1 wishes to access object A
and then object B, and T2 wishes to access object B and then
object A. Each object is associated with a distinct lock, and the
two threads are careful to ask for permission before accessing the
object. What could happen?

I A Deadlock in real life: “When two trains approach each other
at a crossing, both shall come to a full stop and neither shall
start up again until the other has gone” (according to
Wikipedia, this is a statute passed by the Kansas legislature in
the early 20th century).
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More Perils

I Livelock. No thread is stuck, but none is really progressing. Like
two people trying to be polite, by moving aside to let the other
pass. May happen with the use of flag variables for
synchronization.

I Starvation. A thread is starving if it can never progress.
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The Dining Philosophers

I Five philosophers sit at a round table. There is an infinite supply
of food, but a shortage of forks. A fork is placed between each
pair of adjacent philosophers.

I Each philosopher must alternately think and eat. However, a
philosopher can only eat when he has both left and right forks.

I Each fork can be held by only one philosopher and so a
philosopher can use the fork only if it’s not being used by
another philosopher.

This models quite well many real-life synchronization issues.
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The Dining Philosophers: Solution Proposal

I Think until the left fork is available and when it is pick it up.

I Think until the right fork is available and when it is pick it up.

I Eat for a fixed amount of time.

I Put the right fork down.

I Put the left fork down.

I Repeat from the beginning.

Can a deadlock arise? In what scenario?

Source: Wikipedia.
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution ‡

I For simplicity, consider 5 philosophers with 5 forks. Each
philosopher must have two forks to eat. All run the same code.

I Deadlock is avoided by never waiting for a fork while holding a
fork (locked).

I The idea is to block while waiting to get first fork, and ask
(without blocking) for the second fork.

I If failed to get second fork, release first fork, swap which fork is
first and which is second and retry until getting both.

‡Adapted from http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Dining-philosophers
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution (code updated)

class Philosopher(threading.Thread ):

running = True

def __init__(self , xname , forkOnLeft , forkOnRight ):

threading.Thread.__init__(self)

self.name = xname

self.forkOnLeft = forkOnLeft

self.forkOnRight = forkOnRight

def run(self):

while(self.running ): # Philosopher is thinking (but really is sleeping ).

time.sleep( random.uniform (3 ,13))

PrintLock.acquire(True)

print(self.name , " is hungry.")

PrintLock.release ()

self.dine()
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution (cont.)
def dine(self):

fork1 , fork2 = self.forkOnLeft , self.forkOnRight

lock_on_fork_2 = False

while self.running:

fork1.acquire(True)

locked = fork2.acquire(False)

if locked:break

fork1.release ()

PrintLock.acquire(True)

print(self.name ," swaps forks.")

PrintLock.release ()

fork1 , fork2 = fork2 , fork1

self.dining ()

fork2.release ()

fork1.release ()

def dining(self):

PrintLock.acquire(True)

print(self.name ," starts eating.")

PrintLock.release ()

time.sleep(random.uniform (1 ,10))

PrintLock.acquire(True)

print(self.name , " finishes eating and leaves to think.")

PrintLock.release () 11 / 31
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution (cont.)

def DiningPhilosophers ():

forks = [threading.Lock() for n in range (5)]

philosopherNames = (’Aristotle ’,’Kant’,’Buddha ’,’Marx’, ’Russel ’)

philosophers= [Philosopher(philosopherNames[i],\

forks[i%5], forks[(i+1)%5]) for i in range (5)]

random.seed (507129)

Philosopher.running = True

for p in philosophers:

p.start()

time.sleep (100)

Philosopher.running = False

print ("Now we’re finishing.")
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Concurrent Programming: Conclusion

I We can make our code more efficient by parallelizing sub-tasks.

I Sub-tasks can then be run on multiple processors / cores, but
even running them on the same core allows to avoid blocking.

I Parallelized sub-tasks should be as independent as possible. For
parts that are dependent (e.g. access the same resource), we
should carefully synchronize their execution, e.g. using locks.

I Locks should be used responsibly and carefully.

I Many many other issues in parallelization on multiple processors,
including load balancing, communication complexity, and more.

I An elective course on multi processor programming is offered at
TAU every leap year.
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And Now to Something Completely Different:
A Brief Voyage Back in Time

Let us go back to Sunday, 21 Oct, 2012.
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Travel Advisory

I You are about to take a new version of the “extended
introduction to CS” course.

I This is the fourth run of this course.

I It is intended primarily for first year Computer Science students.

I The programming language taught and used in the course is
Python.

I The course will require a substantial amount of work by
yourselves to digest and pass successfully.

I Welcome aboard!
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Administrative Details

I Grade determined by exam (70-80%) and homework (30-20%).

I In order to pass the course, you must pass the exam and get a
passing grade in at least n− 1 out of the n home assignments.

I Homework grade is best n− 1 out of n assignments.

I Exam on February 3rd, 2013 (Moed B on March 8th).

I Exam is closed book except for 2 double sided, normal size (A4)
pages.

Note added in proof: We now (January 2013) require n− 2 out of
the n home assignments.
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Administrative Details (2)

I 7 assignments, each with both “dry” and “wet” component.

I The homeworks should be submitted individually.

I Submissions after the deadlines will not be considered except
there is a valid, documented reason (e.g. reserve service, serious
illness) or part of the grace period.

I We will allow a total of 5 (five) “grace days” delay per student.

I Office hours (till further notices): By e-appointments.

I E-mails: benny AT cs.tau.ac.il , daniel.deutch1 AT gmail.com,
ilanbb AT gmail.com, amirr AT tau.ac.il, shnupts AT gmail.com
(Adam).

I Course site, including a forum: http://tau-cs1001-py.wikidot.com
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Course Structure

I We will “sample” 10–12 different topics of interest from a fairly
wide range in Computer Science.

I This should hopefully expose you to some of the beautiful topics
and ideas in the field.

I Naturally we will not get into any of them in great depth.

I We leave this to the required and elective courses you will take
later in your studies.

I Each topic will be accompanied by programming examples
(given by us) and tasks (to be done by you).

I Lectures and recitations are coordinated and both form integral
parts of the course.

I Lectures in the same day by both lecturers are in principle the
same, as are the 4 recitations (by 3 teaching assistants) on the
same week.
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Programming Aspects

I This is not a programming course.

I Yet, you will learn and use a specific programming language –
Python.

I And basic ideas in programming like iteration, control structure,
recursion, procedures, objects, basic data structures, etc. etc.

I Python is a relatively new programming language, gaining
popularity in many applications.

I Those of you who heard about Scheme and were hoping to learn
it here, are one year late.
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One More Thing this Course is Not About
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Course Topics
(tentative list, not in order, somewhat ambitious)

I Python programming basics (2–3 meetings)

I Bits, bytes, and representation of numbers in the computer.

I Huge integers, with applications to public key cryptography.

I Sorting and Searching.

I Representing and manipulating images.

I Text compression.

I Simple error correction codes.

I Hashing and hash functions.

I String matching, with applications in computational biology.

I Numerical computations (Newton–Raphson root finding).

I Hard computational problems, and approaches to solving them.

I Secret sharing.
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Course Topics (what we did cover – not a complete list)

I Python programming basics (2–3 meetings)

I Bits, bytes, and representation of numbers in the computer.

I Large integers; applications to primality testing and public key
cryptography. GCD.

I Searching and Sorting.

I Binary search in various contexts.

I Numerical computations, including Newton–Raphson root finding.

I Hashing and hash functions, including cuckoo hashing.

I String matching, including Karp-Rabin.

I Text compression (Huffman, Codebook, Ziv-Lempel).

I Representing and manipulating images.

I Simple error correction codes (parity, repetition, card magic,
Hamming, index, others).

I Linked lists, including unleashing the hare and tortoise for finding

cycles.
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More Course Topics (What we did cover – not a complete list either)

I Lists slicing and list comprehension. Immutable and mutable objects.

I Recursion and memoization. Higher order functions.

I Defining functions using lambda expressions.

I Computational complexity: Basic notions. Big O notation. Binary vs.
unary representation.

I Sets and dictionaries; Iterators and generators.

I Object oriented programming (classes and methods).

I Random number generation; Timing operations; File I/O.

I Numerical stability (in the context of Newton-Raphson and of matrix
inversion).

I Synthetic images.

I The hare and turtle applied to integer factoring (Pollard ρ).
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Plan for the Rest of the Course

• A few words about the dreaded exam

• Thanks.

• Famous last words.
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The Dreaded Exam
• All material covered in class, recitations, and homework, from all

parts of course.
• Both multiple choice (”semi closed”) and ”open” questions.
• Including some coding (“dry coding”) and/or fixing bugs in

given code.
• Make sure you verbally explain your code.
• You can bring and use two double sided A4 (normal size) pages.
• If we deem some details are required, we’ll supply them.
• Do not waste effort and memory trying to memorize obscure

details.
• But knowledge of basic ones (e.g. slicing, list comprehension,

binary search, classes, etc., etc.) is expected.

I Piece of cake.
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Advice for Preparing to the Dreaded Exam

• Prioritize !

• Concentrate on the ideas, not the gory details.

• Identify important details that you do not memorize, and write
down a summary in the 2 double sided pages.

• Do not even attempt to memoize everything.

• Relax!
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Examples (Very Partial; Order not Important)

• Exponentiation, gcd: Naive vs. efficient.

• Time complexity: Loops; Recursion tree.

• Karp-Rabin: O(1) update from one window to next.

• Hashing: Birthday paradox. Expected loads. Cuckoo: O(1)
worst case find; possibly longer insert & use of excess table.

• Linked lists: Hare and tortoise to save space.

• Infinite and finite iterators.

• Recursion and pitfalls; Memoization.

• Newton–Raphson: Geometric interpretation.

• Binary search: Zooming by halving the space. Different contexts.

• Sorting and searching.

• Error correction: Geometry of Hamming distance.

• Huffman: frequencies. Ziv–Lempel: Repetitions.

• etc., etc., etc.
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Topics Not Included in the Dreaded Exam

• Diffie Hellman key exchange.

• Ackermann function.

• Finite state automata and their use in string matching.

• Non local denoising of images.

• The halting problem.

• The Singleton bounds for error correction codes.

• Pollard’s ρ algorithm/heuristic for integer factoring.

• Concurrency, threads, locks, carnivorous philosophers.

• Everything labeled “reference only”.

I As already advertized: Piece of cake.
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Many Thanks

To the many people who taught us about topics we were not familiar
with, and gave us feedback and advice about earlier versions of the
course material and slides (too many to list individually).

To the students in the course who contributed pieces of code, error
reports, and constructive criticism.

And especially to the founding teaching assistant, Rani Hod, and to
this term’s teaching assistants, Ilan Ben-Bassat, Amir Rubinstein, and
Adam Weinstock, for being such a professional, knowledgeable, and
cool team of TAs. Without them, this course would not be possible!
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Famous Last Words
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
any direction you choose.
You’re on your own. And you know what you know.
And YOU are the guy who’ll decide where to go.
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Famous Last Words

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
any direction you choose.
You’re on your own. And you know what you know.
And YOU are the guy who’ll decide where to go.

By Theodor Seuss Geisel (aka Dr. Suess, 1904–1991).
Hebrew translation by Leah Naor.

For an alternative version of the book Oh, the places you’ll go, by Dr.
Seuss, as told§ by the people of Burning Man 2011, turn to youtube.

§in English only. The Gujarati version was, ahmm, lost in translation.
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